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COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY:  FUNDING REVIEW 2020 

 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1  This report sets out an update of the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme of 

potential infrastructure projects that could be supported by funding secured through 
Dartford’s Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  It also sets out the progress that 
has been made over the past year with regard to projects within Dartford’s 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP), CIL receipts and a prospective mechanism that 
would enable the release of CIL retained for unparished areas to fund locally 
focused projects. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1   That the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme as set out in Appendix C, be agreed 

as a basis for ongoing liaison with the relevant infrastructure providers and further 
development of the identified schemes. 

2.2   That, once individual projects within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme are 
sufficiently progressed to demonstrate they are deliverable, further reports be 
submitted to Cabinet for decisions on the release of CIL funding contributions 
towards them. 

2.3   That delegated authority be granted to the Head of Planning Services to publish the 
Infrastructure Funding Statement, in accordance with Government guidance, 
incorporating the CIL monitoring shown in Appendix A 

2.4   That the work on developing governance arrangements to enable the release of 
CIL funds retained for unparished areas is noted and that the conclusion of this 
work will be the subject of a further report to Cabinet for approval. 

 
3. Background and Discussion 
 

3.1. A report on CIL Governance arrangements was agreed by Cabinet on 9 
March 2017 (Minute No.124).  Subsequent to this, a report has been 
presented to Cabinet on an annual basis providing an update covering 
the Annual CIL Monitoring Report, Dartford’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
and an Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  This process gives 
delivery bodies some certainty regarding the availability of CIL funding 
and the priorities that the Council gives towards infrastructure provision 
thereby facilitating the development of their schemes and the securing 
of other sources of funding. 

3.2. For the financial period 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020, the Council’s 
CIL receipts were £3.794m.  Under the CIL Regulations the Council is 
required to transfer 15% of CIL receipts from development within a 
parish or town council area to those councils.  In 2019/20 this amounted 
to £114,700.  The same proportion of CIL receipts arising from 
development in unparished areas of the Borough is also retained by the 
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Council.  In 2019/20 this amounted to £468,800.  The Council is also 
allowed to retain up to 5% of CIL receipts to cover its administrative 
costs.  Taking account of the neighbourhood portion and admin costs 
the CIL receipts in 2019/20 retained for fundi ng strategic 
infrastructure projects amount to £3.035m.  Further details of the CIL 
receipts for 2019/20 and the total CIL receipts since the adoption of CIL 
in 2014 are shown in Appendix A attached to this report. 

3.3. Whilst future CIL receipts cannot be estimated with a high level of 
certainty, based on the pipeline of developments expected to come 
forward over the next five years there is the potential for £18-20m of CIL 
funding being available for strategic infrastructure projects.  This is after 
an allowance is made for the transfer of the neighbourhood portion and 
the deduction of admin costs.  This figure is dependent on the amount 
of CIL liable development commencing over the next five years and the 
amount of statutory relief given.  The impact of Covid-19 on the progress 
of development within the Borough remains uncertain.  Under 
emergency regulations smaller developers are allowed to seek a 6 
month deferment of the payment of contributions due over the coming 
period up to July 2021. 

3.4. In previous years the Cabinet has given approval to the publication of an 
Annual CIL Monitoring Report.  This year sees a change in the way 
Councils are required to report the receipt and spending of developer 
contributions.  Through amendments to the CIL Regulations published 
in November 2019, Councils are now required to publish an annual 
Infrastructure Funding Statement.  The first of these covering the 
financial period 2019/20 is to be published by 31st December 2020. 

3.5. The Infrastructure Funding Statement (IFS) essentially requires the 
Council to report on the developer contributions received in each 
reporting year and what income from development has been spent on 
infrastructure in the same reporting year.  The income and expenditure 
can be from either CIL or s106.  The Council is also required to report 
any CIL or s106 income received by the Council prior to the reporting 
year that remains unspent and provide an indication of the infrastructure 
that this funding is intended to go towards.  The IFS should also report 
any s106 obligations entered into in the reporting year that provide a 
non-monetary contribution which, in the main, tends to cover on-site 
Affordable Housing provision and the provision of open space. 

3.6. The IFS will incorporate the information on CIL income contained in 
Appendix A together with data on s106 obligations and current and 
planned infrastructure projects set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
and the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  The information is 
predominantly factual and is aimed at improving transparency and 
accountability around the amount and use of developer contributions.  
Government guidance on the preparation of an IFS is still to be published 
and there is a substantial amount of work related to historic s106 
Agreements to be collated.  This first IFS may need to include some 
narrative relating to the work that the Council is undertaking to meet the 
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requirements.  It is, therefore, proposed that delegated authority is 
granted to the Head of Planning Services to finalise the IFS prior to its 
publication on the Council’s website. 

4. Potential CIL Funded Projects 

4.1 The purpose of CIL Funding is to make a contribution towards 
infrastructure required to support new development in the Borough.  
Such infrastructure has been identified in the updated 2020 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) attached as Appendix B to this report.  
The updated IDP shows the current position of identified projects 
regarding their delivery and funding divided into three categories.  Part 
1 covers fully funded projects.  Part 2 covers those projects that could 
potentially require CIL funding, alongside other funding streams, to 
enable delivery.  Part 3 identifies potential projects that require further 
details to be provided regarding the specifics of the project, its timescale 
for delivery and anticipated funding sources.  A final section of the IDP 
identifies those schemes previously included that have now been 
completed. 

4.2 Part 1 of the IDP includes a number of projects that are currently being 
delivered.  These are: 

 Dartford Town Centre Regeneration Project funded through a 
combination of s106 contributions and Local Growth Funding.  
Phase 1 of this project covering Market Street (renamed as 
Brewery Square) has been completed and work on Phases 1a 
(High Street) and Phase 2 (West Hill/Highfield Road and Lowfield 
Street/Instone Roade gateways) is programmed to commence at 
the end of January 2021. 

 Highways England has started work on the A2 Bean & Ebbsfleet 
Junction improvements with completion scheduled for 2022/23. 

 Rivermill primary school on Central Road is substantially 
complete and Stone Lodge secondary school is nearing 
completion.  Both schools being delivered by the Education & 
Skills Funding Agency and temporary provision having been in 
place since 2019. 

 Work has started on a new primary school at Ebbsfleet Green and 
is due to open in September 2021 initially with the provision for 
210 pupils and a nursery. 

4.3 Part 2 of the IDP currently has the following projects identified as 
potentially requiring CIL funding: 

 Dartford Town Centre Regeneration Project additional to the 
current fully funded scheme, e.g. Spital Street. 

 Dartford Northern Gateway pedestrian/cycle bridge over the River 
Darent. 

 Primary school expansion within the Dartford North area. 

 A new 2 Form Entry (420 pupils) primary school at Stone. 

 Dartford Town Centre Health & Wellbeing Hub 
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 A new primary care facility in the Stone/Greenhithe area. 

 Improvements to the Darent Valley Path and associated way-
marking. 

4.4 These projects are considered necessary to support development in the 
Borough and on current available information are likely to meet the 
Assessment Criteria for CIL funding.  It is, therefore, recommended that 
they are included within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme for 
2021/22 to 2025/26 attached as Appendix C to this report. 

4.5 The preparation stage for these projects has taken some considerable 
amount of time but some of these projects have reached the point where 
it is feasible that delivery could take place within the 2021/22 financial 
year.  The three projects in this position are: 

 Dartford Northern Gateway Bridge 

 Primary School Expansion in North Dartford, and 

 Darent Valley Path & way-marking 

It is proposed that Officers continue to work with delivery partners to 
progress these and other projects within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery 
Programme to resolve any outstanding issues that are preventing 
delivery. 

4.6 Where it becomes clear that an eligible project could be enabled through 
the application of CIL funding the project will be assessed against the 
criteria established under the CIL Governance arrangements.  It is not 
envisaged that CIL will fund projects in full as this would not be the most 
effective use of limited CIL funds.  Partners are being encouraged to 
seek other sources of funding for their projects with CIL forming part of 
the funding mix as a last resort.  For all projects that meet the 
assessment criteria and require the support of CIL funding a further 
report would be submitted to Cabinet seeking a decision on the 
allocation of CIL funding. 

4.7 Part 3 of the IDP currently identifies potential projects where it is known 
that feasibility work is on-going.  Hence it includes scope for future 
Fastrack projects, possible expansion of Darent Valley Hospital and 
medium to long term solutions to congestion at A282(M25) Junction 1a.  
The IDP will also need a full review in due course to reflect the planned 
development that will be set out in the new Local Plan.  Part of the Local 
Plan process will involve further engagement of infrastructure providers 
to identify the infrastructure needed to support development and how 
they plan to deliver this. 

4.8 At this stage this report does not take into account the London Resort 
proposals.  It is, however, acknowledged that this development, if it were 
to proceed, could have a significant impact on both the delivery of 
infrastructure and s106 or CIL contributions.  Officers are in discussion 
with the consultants appointed by London Resort Company Holdings 
(LRCH) regarding the details and impacts of the proposed development.  
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These are intensifying as the submission of their Development Consent 
Order approaches and post submission.  Officers are aware that at the 
moment LRCH is minded to provide infrastructure related to a s106 
Agreement and this is under discussion with all of the local authorities 
concerned. 

5 Leader’s Advisory Group on CIL 

5.1 In accordance with the agreed governance arrangements, the Leader’s 
Advisory Group on CIL met on 9th November 2020 to discuss the level 
of CIL income and potential projects for CIL funding support.  The 
Advisory Group comprised Members, representatives from EDC and 
KCC and representatives from service/infrastructure providers.  
Representatives provided updates on the current status of their projects 
and the funding support requirements.  There was general support for 
the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme shown in Appendix C and the 
IDP has encompassed comments made during the meeting. 

6. CIL Neighbourhood Proportion 

 Parished/town council areas 

6.1 The Borough has seven parish councils and one town council although 
most new development falls within the urban area which is largely 
unparished.  During 2019/20 a total of £100,200 of CIL receipts was 
transferred to the town/parish councils.  A breakdown of the CIL receipts 
for each of these is contained within Appendix A.  In total, since the 
adoption of CIL in 2014, £601,100 has been transferred to the 
town/parish councils.  A number of the councils have applied their CIL 
allocations to local projects and where details of this are known they 
have been included within Appendix A.  Remaining monies are being 
held over for future identified projects.  Further enquiries will be made 
with each of the town/parish councils as to their use of CIL allocations. 

6.2 Under the CIL Regulations the Council is required to transfer 15% of CIL 
receipts from development within a parish or town council area to those 
councils.  This neighbourhood portion can rise to 25% where there is an 
adopted Neighbourhood Plan.  At present none of these currently exist 
although Stone PC submitted its Neighbourhood Plan at the beginning 
of November and this will now go through due process to examine if it is 
capable of formal adoption. 

6.3 The CIL Regulations require that town/parish councils work closely with 
the Council to agree spending priorities.  The CIL Lead Officer will liaise 
with town/parish councils to identify projects where CIL funding and local 
monies could be combined to meet shared priorities.  Examples could 
be health or school provision projects that address development needs 
within a specific area.  This is in accordance with the views expressed 
by Cabinet, after considering this matter on 7 December 2017 (minute 
no.77), that Parishes would be expected to contribute some of their 
allocated neighbourhood portion to support the provision of key 
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infrastructure projects in their area supported by the Council through CIL 
funding. 

 Un-parished Areas 

6.4 A significant part of the urban area of the Borough is unparished and CIL 
receipts arising from developments in this area are currently retained by 
the Council for use on projects that support growth and which are 
identified as local priorities in the areas impacted by development.  In 
2019/20 there was £468,800 of CIL receipts retained for the unparished 
areas and as of March 2020 a total of £808,464 was being held by the 
Council. 

6.5 National Regulations require that the Council engages with communities 
to ensure funded projects address local neighbourhood priorities.  
Projects may be commissioned and delivered by either local 
interest/community groups where they meet the criteria, or the Council 
where they are additional to the usual remit of Council services and meet 
the criteria. 

6.6 Proposals for the governance, resourcing, development and 
implementation of CIL funded projects in unparished areas are being 
drawn up.  Engagement with the local community will be key to a number 
of aspects including identifying the priorities for infrastructure 
investment, identifying projects and potential delivery agents.  It is 
anticipated that Ward Members will be involved as they have valuable 
knowledge of their local areas and further work will be undertaken to 
identify any local forums/groups already active within unparished areas.  
It is envisaged that the assessment criteria for projects within the 
unparished areas will mirror those adopted for assessing projects for 
inclusion within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  Some 
allowance is likely to be made for the scale of projects and local priorities 
identified but in essence the projects will need to mitigate the impacts of 
development within the unparished areas.  It is intended that a report will 
be presented to Cabinet in Spring 2021 with the results of the work 
outlined above and approval of proposed governance arrangements for 
the allocation of CIL funding in the unparished areas. 

6.7 Individual projects may be large and complex and beyond the scale of 
community projects experienced to date.  Robust financial, legal and 
governance arrangements will need to be in place in the event that local 
interest/community groups are to deliver these projects and the Council 
will need to ensure that there is sufficient expertise and resources to 
manage and monitor the projects.  Local interest/community groups are 
likely to need assistance in developing and implementing projects. 

6.8 Parking pressures on residential streets arising from new development 
have been identified as a significant local concern.  The unparished area 
in the north-west of the Borough, encompassing Dartford town centre, is 
particularly affected in view of the significant development taking place 
there.  A project is, therefore, being developed by the Council which will 
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investigate the potential for an area-wide parking management scheme.  
It will be progressed in consultation with local residents to identify the 
most appropriate form this could take.  The project is being part-funded 
through the CIL receipts retained for the unparished areas which is an 
appropriate use of the local neighbourhood portion in an area that is 
impacted by new development.  Progress on the scheme and decisions 
on the form of the parking management will be reported to Cabinet in 
due course. 

7.  Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

To ensure that regeneration in Dartford is sustainable and of benefit to 
all of our communities 
 
To reduce overall health inequality in Dartford to provide for a rich and 
varied quality of life.  

 
8. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 

assessments 
 

Financial 
Implications 

At this stage, no infrastructure projects are 
recommended for final approval of CIL funding.   
CIL net receipts (less the neighbourhood portion 
and administration costs) will be retained by the 
Council until final approval is agreed by Cabinet 
for the allocation of CIL funding to specific 
projects. 

The CIL portion for unparished areas will be 
retained by the Council until such time as 
governance arrangements are approved by 
Cabinet and Cabinet approval is obtained for the 
allocation of funds to specific projects. 

Legal Implications The use of CIL monies is defined by regulatory 
requirements.  Regulations also require the 
Council to publish an annual Infrastructure 
Funding Statement by 31st December setting out 
developer contributions received and spent for 
the previous financial year along with any 
contributions held by the Council and the 
infrastructure that these funds are intended for.  
Appendix A attached to this report sets out the 
CIL income for 2019/20 that will be incorporated 
into this year’s IFS.  The processes outlined are 
in accordance with national CIL Regulations. 

Public Sector 
Equality Duty 

Crime & Disorder 
Duty 

There are no specific Public Sector Equality Duty 
and Crime & Disorder Duty implications arising 
from this report.  However, individual 
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infrastructure projects will need to be assessed 
against these duties as they come forward. 

Staffing 
Implications 

Administrative 
Implications 

The administration of CIL covering collection, 
spending and governance is carried out within 
existing staff resources.  It is partly funded by up 
to 5% of annual CIL contributions, which is 
permitted under the Regulations. 

Risk Assessment There is a risk of overspend on individual projects 
within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  
Legal agreements will be entered into for each 
individual project, with the risk of overspend 
resting with the delivery agency.  The allocation 
of CIL monies to projects within the Indicative 5-
Year Delivery Programme will take into account 
projected CIL income over that period. 

 
9. Details of Exempt Information Category 

 Not applicable 
 
10. Appendices 

Appendix A – CIL Receipts for 2019/20 
Appendix B – Infrastructure Delivery Plan Update 2020 
Appendix C – Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme 21/22 to 25/26 
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